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This paper examines the economic and environmental outcomes of four two-settlement electricity market clear-
ing designs. Thefirst design corresponds to aDeterministicMarket Clearing (DMC) similar to themechanismcur-
rently used in organized wholesale electricity markets in the United States. The other three designs account for
the day-ahead (DA) wind power production uncertainty into the DAmarket mechanisms either implicitly or ex-
plicitly. An Augmented Deterministic Market Clearing (ADMC) design introduces DA ramp-capability products.
These products ensure adequate and ramp-feasible electricity generation capacity commitments in the DA
stage to cope with the real-time realization of wind power generation. A Hybrid Deterministic Market clearing
(HDMC) design augments ADMC by explicitly integrating a characterization of wind power production uncer-
tainty into the residual unit commitment (RUC) process, which is run after the DA market is closed, using sto-
chastic programming. The last design, referred to as stochastic market clearing (SMC), uses stochastic
optimization to explicitly account for wind power production uncertainty in the DAmarket clearingmechanisms
(i.e. DA unit commitment and economic dispatch).
The fourmarket clearing designs are assessed by simulating the electricitymarket operations of a test systemand
comparing their results in terms of operating costs, prices, costs and revenues of different types of producers,
consumer's payments, integration of wind power, and air emissions. The test system has 12% of the capacity of
PJM's fossil-fired power generation fleet, and uses data on coincident demand and wind power production
from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) system during years 2010–2014. The simulations are per-
formed hourly for a whole year.
Results show that SMC is superior as its costs reductions aremore than two times the improvements attained by
ADMC and HDMC. Also, SMC results in electricity prices that are better aligned with operation costs, cuts the
spread between the day-ahead and real-time prices by N40%, reduces out-of-market short-term revenue suffi-
ciency payments by 58%, reduces CO2 emissions by 3.52%, and decreases power plants' cycling. HDMC is a distant
second-best market design. Relative to DMC, it achieves a reduction in total costs that is less than half the reduc-
tion achieved by SMC, a reduction in out-of-market payments that is 80% of the reduction attained by SMC, and
an increase in wind power integration that is b10% the improvement obtained under SMC.
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1. Introduction

Increased use of wind energy in electricity systems can reduce emis-
sions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants, and enhance energy secu-
rity. However, wind's low cost, variability, and uncertainty may
challenge the efficient and reliable operation of systems with high
shares of wind production capacity. Wind production uncertainty and
everri).
variability may cause inefficient scheduling and dispatch of the conven-
tional generation fleet (Bird et al., 2013; Conejo and Sioshansi, 2018;
World Energy Council, 2016) rising the balancing costs (Mount et al.,
2012), distorting prices (Ela et al., 2012; Jónsson et al., 2010), increasing
revenue sufficiency guarantee payments (Wang et al., 2016), and in-
creasing wind curtailment during periods of low-load and transmission
congestion (Bird et al., 2014). In order to solve this problem, regulators
(Wellinghoff et al., 2012), independent system operators (ISO) (Navid
and Rosenwald, 2013; Price, 2015; Xu and Tretheway, 2012), and re-
searchers (Moarefdoost et al., 2016; Morales et al., 2012; Oggioni
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et al., 2014; Papavasiliou et al., 2011; Papavasiliou and Smeers, 2017;
Wang and Hobbs, 2016) are constantly exploring adjustments to the
market structure.

The current structure of most electricity markets is based on a two-
settlement process, henceforth referred to as “deterministic market
clearing” (DMC) mechanism. Under this mechanism, the first market
is run a day ahead of the real-time (RT) when generation/consumption
of electricity occurs, to schedule the commitment of coal and combined
cycle natural gas units which are resources that cannot start electricity
generation as fast as others such as natural-gas combustion turbines.
The second market is cleared between minutes to an hour ahead of RT
to reconcile the mismatch between the RT supply and demand. The RT
market is cleared based on the market participants' offers for deviating
from their day-ahead (DA) schedules. In this way, the DA and RT mar-
kets are cleared separately and hence the DA energy and ancillary ser-
vices schedules are not affected by the operation outcomes and
associated costs of the RT. In the U.S. electricity markets, the standard
DA market processes are amended by a Residual Unit Commitment
(RUC). RUC is a process run after the DAmarket clearing to commit ad-
ditional generators needed for dealing with uncertainty and variability
of the RT realization of demand and electricity production of variable
energy resources (VER) such as wind and solar (FERC Staff, 2014).
RUC commits slow-start generators that would be impossible to start
a few hours ahead of RT operations (CAISO Staff, 2017; FERC Staff,
2014).

In the DA market, participants submit their offers/bids for energy
and operating reserves (for dealing with contingencies). The ISOs use
deterministic unit commitment and economic dispatch optimization
models to meet the expected value of demand and VER power genera-
tion across the scheduling interval. To hedge against the risk posed by
unexpected failures of power generators and transmission infrastruc-
ture and against demand forecast errors, these deterministic models
schedule the provision of operating reserves. As originally defined
by FERC (FERC Staff, 1996), operating reserves are not necessarily tied
to DA wind production uncertainty. In fact, operating reserve require-
ments are in general set well ahead of time and kept constant between
the DA and RT markets (Ela et al., 2012; Western Electricity
Coordination Council Staff, 2016), while wind uncertainty is bidirec-
tional and time variable and decreases as the system advances toward
RT operation.

Not accounting for the DA wind uncertainty causes an information
gap between the DA and RT markets that degrades the economic effi-
ciency of the system. The DA market clears assuming that wind power
productionwill be equal to its expected value, an estimate that is highly
inaccurate in the DA time frame (Foley et al., 2012). For instance, in year
2017, in the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) power system, the
Mean Absolute Percentage Forecast Error of DA wind production was
18.9% in January to June and 21.5% in July to December (BPA, 2017).
As a result of this forecast error, the ISO is forced to make costly
dispatch adjustments in RT to settle the deviations from the DA
wind schedules. The inadequate DA capacity scheduling and the costly
RT corrective actions increase the system operation costs, increase the
frequency and magnitude of scarcity pricing events, exacerbate DA
and RT price divergence, and increase the need for out-of-market
revenue sufficiency guarantee payments (or uplift payments) (Ela
et al., 2012; Krad et al., 2015; Navid and Rosenwald, 2013; Xu and
Tretheway, 2012).

Strategies to deal with wind production uncertainty include adding
a multi-interval look-ahead real-time unit commitment stage and
redesigning the DA market clearing algorithms to commit adequate ca-
pacity for dealing with wind uncertainty cost-effectively. The market
modifications include: a) introducing new ancillary service products,
called flexible ramp-capability products (CAISO Staff, 2015; Cornelius
et al., 2017; Navid and Rosenwald, 2013); b) integrating the character-
ization of DA wind uncertainty into the RUC process using stochastic
programming, henceforth called stochastic residual unit commitment
(SRUC) (Cheung et al., 2015; Price, 2014), and c) explicitly recognizing
wind uncertainty in the DA market clearing (i.e., unit commitment
and economic dispatch) optimization processes using stochastic pro-
gramming (Khazaei et al., 2017; Morales et al., 2012; Papavasiliou
et al., 2011; Ruiz and Conejo, 2009). The look-ahead commitment pro-
cess adjusts the commitment of fast-start generators as the updated
wind forecasts become available, effectively mitigating the operation
costs, volatility of real-time prices, and the opportunities for exploiting
market power. California ISO (CAISO), Mid-Continent ISO (MISO),
and PJM (FERC Staff, 2014) have adopted the look-ahead RT-UC
with extended optimization horizons. PJM uses the Intermediate-
Term Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch Tool (IT SCED), which
commits fast-starting resources over a two-hour look-ahead interval
(PJM Staff, 2016a).

CAISO and MISO have also introduced flexible ramp-capability prod-
ucts into real-time and/or DA markets (Cornelius et al., 2017; Navid,
2013; Navid and Rosenwald, 2013; Xu and Tretheway, 2012). ISOs use
the historically observed wind uncertainty to calculate ramp-feasible
up and down headroom capacity requirements and slightly revise the
DA optimization methods to schedule and price the quantified require-
ments (Ela et al., 2012; Navid and Rosenwald, 2013).

SRUChas not been implemented yet, but itswide adoption is feasible
because it is run based on ISO's forecasts, does not require additional
participants' bids/offers, and it is computationally tractable because it
keeps the commitment of slow-start producers unchanged. SRUC con-
siders the expected value of RT costs to determine additional capacity
commitments for dealing with the uncertainty on RT wind power pro-
duction. However, SRUC is not a perfect substitute for the DA ramp
products and could be implemented independently or simultaneously
with these.

Other potential market modifications that have been extensively
researched consist of directly considering wind's uncertainty into the
core daily market processes of commitment (Papavasiliou et al., 2011;
Papavasiliou and Oren, 2013; Price, 2015; Ruiz et al., 2009), as well as
scheduling and pricing (Martin et al., 2015; Morales et al., 2012;
Mount et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2010; Zavala et al., 2016). DA sto-
chastic models position the generation fleet in the DA to optimally
deal with a range of demand and intermittent power generation scenar-
ios at theminimum expected cost, rather than centering them on a sin-
gle DA forecast scenario equal to expected values (of wind production
and other uncertain variables). Although in theory, stochastic market
clearing (SMC) is themost efficient design to cope with the uncertainty
introduced by variable renewable electricity, in practice there are many
challenges to its implementation. First, the high computational de-
mands of the optimization problem solved by SMC make it difficult to
obtain a quality solution (i.e., acceptable optimality bounds) within
the timeframe of market operations (Cheung et al., 2015). Second, it is
not clear how should ISO's generate scenario sets to achieve a balance
between the quality of the uncertainty characterization (Papavasiliou
et al., 2011), and the increased computational requirements imposed
by larger sets; who should provide such scenarios and whether and
how shouldmarket participants and stakeholders participate in the pro-
cess (Morales et al., 2012;Wang and Hobbs, 2016); and how should the
pricing and settlement mechanisms be designed to guarantee cost re-
covery of generators and transmission operators alongwith revenue ad-
equacy of the system operators, simultaneously under all scenarios (see
SI Section A for a more detailed description of these barriers).

The Inclusion of the inputs' uncertainty through a stochastic unit
commitment (SUC) (Bouffard et al., 2005; Bouffard and Galiana, 2008;
Morales et al., 2009; Ruiz et al., 2009; Uckun et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2013) and its computational challenges (Cheung et al., 2015;
Papavasiliou et al., 2015; Papavasiliou andOren, 2013) have been exten-
sively addressed. These stochastic commitmentmodels merely focus on
committing adequate capacity to deal with uncertainty, but keep sched-
uling and pricing energy and reserves, identical to the current determin-
istic practice. In contrast, “stochastic market clearing” (SMC) refers to the
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incorporation of uncertainties into all market clearing processes, includ-
ing commitment, scheduling, and pricing (Morales et al., 2012;
Pritchard et al., 2010; Zavala et al., 2016). SMC not only determines
the adequate DA commitment of producers, but also enables the sched-
uling of energy and ramp-capability/following-reserves based on the
probability distribution of uncertain inputs and the expected cost of
RT deviations fromDA decisions. Accounting for the expected operation
costs enables SMC to internalize the hidden real-time costs of uncer-
tainty in the DA energy prices.

Implementing SMC requires certain adjustments to the biding
mechanisms of conventional and intermittent producers. In the SMC
framework, intermittent producers' supply offers are represented by a
large set of appropriately weighted scenarios that accurately character-
ize the stochastic behavior of their power generation. Additionally,mar-
ket participants simultaneously submit two sets of offers in the day
ahead, one for energy and another for deviating from DA energy sched-
ules (i.e., offers for providing “balancing energy”). Then a stochastic auc-
tion, which is based on two-stage linear stochastic programming
models, is used to simultaneously clear the DA energy and ramp-
capability schedules (which are the maximum possible deviations
from DA schedules). In both models, the first stage corresponds to the
DA market while the second stage corresponds to the anticipation of
RT operations and its associated outcomes. A mixed-integer linear ver-
sion (i.e., the Unit Commitment model, UC) determines the commit-
ment of generating units, while a linear version (i.e., the Economic
Dispatch, ED)determines their dispatch. This linear version also delivers
two sets of prices that correspond to the dual variables of the first-stage
(DA) and second-stage (RT) nodal balance constraints (i.e., those that
guarantee the equality of electricity supply and demand at each bus/
node in the system). The DA energy price for hour t λE,t

DA, represents
the incremental cost of serving an additional MW of electricity in the
DA and is equal to the expected cost of serving the next MW of electric-
ity across all balancing-stage scenarios. There is a balancing price for
each individual scenario considered in SMC which is the incremental
cost of serving a MW of electricity if that balancing stage scenario
occurs. SMC's balancing prices are scenario dependent and set equal
to the dual variable of the second-stage balance constraint in scenario
ω, λE,t,ω

BA , divided by the probability of that scenario, πω. Thus, SMC's
DA price and scenario-dependent balancing-stage prices are related as
λE,t
DA = ∑ωλE,t,ω

BA .
In a two-settlement SMC, in order to settle the DA and RT energy

transactions, themarket operator combines theDA schedules andprices
generated by the SMC with the RT dispatch prices generated in the RT
spot market. Although the SMC anticipates the outcomes and prices of
the RT, an RT spot market is still needed to optimize the dispatch of re-
sources and to accommodate the realized wind production in RT and
determine the corresponding prices. Nonetheless, the RT balancing of-
fers must be locked in the DA to ensure the SMC accounts for the true
expectation of RT operation costs.

The recent literature on SMC has focused on its modeling, pricing,
and settlement aspects. Pritchard et al., 2010 proposed a two-stage sto-
chastic market clearing and developed a single-settlement scheme
based on first-stage and second-stage dual variables. The proposed pric-
ing scheme is also proved to ensure revenue adequacy of the system op-
erator in expectation, in a loss-less network.Morales et al., 2012 applied
the stochastic market clearing design proposed by Pritchard et al.
(2010) to a pool highly dominated by wind producers, and proved
that expected values of outcomes ensure the ISO's revenue adequacy
and producers' cost recovery. This study considered operations of an
IEEE test system (Grigg et al., 1999) during a single time period.
Zavala et al., 2016 extended the work done in Morales et al., 2012;
and Pritchard et al., 2010 to address price consistency. They concluded
that under SMC, the mathematical expectation of DA prices and RT
prices converge. They also show that uplift payments converge to zero
(with uplift payments referring to out-of-market payments to genera-
tors that occur due to imperfect information and inefficient dispatch
instructions, not to those caused by unit commitment non-convexities
such as generators' start-up and no-load costs). These conclusions are
also examined on the IEEE reliability test system for a single timeperiod.
Khazaei et al., 2014 also conducted a comparison of DMC and SMC in
terms of plants' operation costs in the New Zealand's electricity market.
New Zealand does not have a DAmarket and has instead a pre-dispatch
scheduling mechanism running two hours ahead of RT when wind can
be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy. Also, its generation capacity
includes 58% from hydropower which enhances its ability to respond to
wind uncertainty and variability. Some recent studies have also exam-
ined the implications of SMC for renewables integration. Daraeepour
et al., 2016 investigated the impact of demand-side participation in
the provisioning of reserves in an SMC electricitymarket with high pen-
etration of wind. Similarly, Martin et al., 2015 assumed a SMC setting to
study the operational and economic effects of feed-in-tariffs. Recently,
Abbaspourtorbati et al., 2016 have proposed a three-stage stochastic
market clearing and have compared its performance to the two-stage
SMC.

Also, there have been studies that assess the efficiency gains of inte-
grating the uncertainty characterization of wind and solar production in
the DA unit commitment process only. Hargreaves and Hobbs (2012)
propose a stochastic dynamic programming approach to DA unit com-
mitment and compare its dispatch outcomes with those of the deter-
ministic approach. Papavasiliou et al. (2011) compare the expected
dispatch cost of using deterministic and stochastic models in the DA
unit commitment process by simulating multiple economic dispatch
runs based on out-of-sample scenarios. The comparison is conducted
for a scaled version of CAISO for eight representative days to estimate
the potential for plants' fuel and variable cost savings. Price follows
Papavasiliou's approach to study the impact of stochastic residual unit
commitment on RT prices, but with further simplifications such as a
characterization of wind's uncertainty with only two scenarios and as-
suming constant following reserve requirements (Price, 2014).
Cheung et al. (2014) also estimates the cost impacts of using stochastic
unit commitment with a simulation of RT economic dispatch using ac-
tual net demand data on a rolling basis for an extended period of two
months. Wang and Hobbs (2016, 2014) examine the impacts of deter-
ministic and stochastic models in intra-hour RT operations and investi-
gate the effects of introducing real-time ramp-capability products in
comparison to a stochastic dispatch assuming the committed units are
known and highlighting the sensitivity of benefits to the RT flexibility
ramp requirements. Kazempour and Hobbs (2017b) develop multi-
player equilibriummodels of the traditional deterministic and stochas-
tic market clearing to show that in absence of ramp products and SRUC,
when players anticipate the distribution of RT prices, virtual arbitraging
and self-scheduling partially overcome the cost distortions caused by
not accounting for the wind uncertainty (Kazempour and Hobbs,
2017b).

Although the existing literature has probed the general implications
of using stochastic models for accounting for wind uncertainty inmarket
clearing and commitment processes, its analysis has been limited in
scope, method, and questions. The existing studies do not comprehen-
sively investigate the relative advantages of SMC with respect to other
adjustments that can enhance DMC's performance. In other words, the
literature has not determined SMC's potential for enhancingmarket effi-
ciency, nor has it assessed how and to what extent modifications of the
deterministic design (such us addition of ramp capability products or a
residual unit commitment) can approach SMC's efficiency improve-
ments. Identifying the second best among adjusted deterministic designs
is particularly important considering the computational and other chal-
lenges for implementing SMC in large-scale electricity markets.

Most studies focus on somewhat narrow applications of stochastic
programmingmodels to electricity markets failing to examine themar-
ket design and welfare implications of their use in the entire market
clearing process in a more realistic setting. For instance, a number of
studies investigating SMC (Khazaei, 2012; Morales et al., 2012;
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Pritchard et al., 2010; Zavala et al., 2016), do not simulate the DA com-
mitment process and hence, ignore the impacts that generators' com-
mitment costs and constraints have on day-ahead market outcomes,
and do not consider the system's startup flexibility limitations for
reacting to wind and demand variations. Other studies exploring the
implications of considering uncertainty in the unit commitment pro-
cesses (Hargreaves and Hobbs, 2012; Papavasiliou et al., 2011; Price,
2015), have mainly focused on fuel and variable production costs with-
out addressing net impacts on market clearing, price formation, settle-
ment, or other market design outcomes.

Another shortcoming of previous studies is that the implications of
DA stochastic market clearing or DA stochastic unit commitment are
assessed based on the simulation of very small systems and only for a
few hours (Morales et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2010; Zavala et al.,
2016); or of relatively larger systems but only for a few representative
days (Hargreaves and Hobbs, 2012; Papavasiliou et al., 2011; Price,
2015). This approach may not allow a proper assessment of the effects
of integrating the characterization of wind uncertainty in the commit-
ment or the entire market clearing process. Also, those studies that
look at the RT dispatch outcomes of DA commitments are based on a
simplified representation of the sequential operation of DA and RT elec-
tricity market operations which may distort the assessment of impacts
(Hargreaves and Hobbs, 2012; Mohsenian-Rad, 2016; Papavasiliou
et al., 2011; Papavasiliou and Oren, 2013; Price, 2015, 2014; Ruiz and
Conejo, 2009). These studies simulate the RT operations using a
single-period economic dispatch model and ignore the role of multi-
interval look-ahead unit commitment in dealingwith near RTwindpro-
duction uncertainties. In addition, Price, 2015 (2014) aim at evaluating
the impact of SRUC on RT dispatch outcomes, but implement the sto-
chastic model in the DA commitment stage which is more flexible
than SRUC and hence do not properly characterize SRUC.

Finally, previous studies comparing the deterministic and sto-
chastic approaches may not be entirely fair to the deterministic
framework (Papavasiliou et al., 2011; Ruiz et al., 2009). A fair com-
parative analysis requires the deterministic DA hourly ramp-
capability requirements (intended to allow following wind ramps
and fluctuations) to be updated based on the same characterization
of wind production uncertainty used for the stochastic framework. Fi-
nally, none of the studies mentioned above examine the benefits of
simultaneously introducing DA ramp products and SRUC into the con-
ventional market design.

The objective of this paper is to fill this gap and assess the perfor-
mance of SMC when compared to two adjusted-deterministic designs
that have access and use the same daily-updated information on
wind-power generation uncertainty to set maximum system-wide
ramp-capability requirements and commit additional generating units
in SRUC. We investigate the economic efficiency of the four designs by
estimating their impacts on economic outcomes (i.e., operation costs
and producers' surplus), ranking them and identifying the best and sec-
ond best. We also compare their impacts on pricing efficiency in terms
of price convergence between DA and RT markets, and out-of-market
payments made to guarantee the sufficiency of producers' short-run
revenues. Given the importance of producers' flexibility/ramping capa-
bility in managing the variation of intermittent energy resources, we
study how the alternative designs remunerate the provision of flexibil-
ity by producers and how design enhancements affect their overall rev-
enue and total system's costs. Environmental outcomes are analyzed
through estimates of wind power integrated, CO2, SO2, and NOX emis-
sions, and cycling effects, in terms of number of startup cycles and en-
ergy per cycle. We also explore the sensitivity of our conclusions to
assumptions about some structural conditions (wind penetration
levels) and the behavior of market participants (in their offers/bids for
balancing energy under the stochastic framework).

Our approach for assessing SMC's advantages consists of simulat-
ing one year of hourly operations of a scaled version of PJM's system
under four different market designs: 1) the conventional
deterministic framework DMC, 2) the deterministic design aug-
mented with flexibility ramp requirements, referred to as Aug-
mented Deterministic Market Clearing (ADMC), 3) the
deterministic design augmented with both DA ramp products and
SRUC, called Hybrid Deterministic Market Clearing (HDMC), and
4) the SMC design. To do so, we use an Electricity Market Simulation
Tool (EMST), illustrated in Fig. 1, which integrates various determin-
istic and stochastic unit commitment and economic dispatch models
to properly represent various stages of the market clearing: a DA
market that commits conventional units (nuclear, fast and slow
start units) and wind; a stochastic residual unit commitment
(SRUC) process that is run after the DA market clearing, an hourly
two-hour look-ahead commitment process that adjusts the on/off
status of fast-start producers; and a real-time balancing market
that adjusts the dispatch of conventional units according to the real-
ization of wind power production, and settles real-time deviations.

Fig. 2 illustrates how the adjusteddeterministic and stochastic designs
receive participants' bids/offers, integrate various unit commitment (UC)
and economic dispatch (ED)models and how information flows between
them. Section B in SI presents a list of the models used and the order in
which they are run to simulate the DA and RT market operations in all
four market clearing designs. Because this simulation of market opera-
tions is carried out with hourly resolution, intra-hour fluctuations on
wind power and demand are not represented.

Acknowledging the tradeoff between economic and reliability out-
comes, we set up our experiment so that all market clearing designs
achieve the same reliability levels at the least possible cost, and hence
compare them based solely on economic and environmental outcomes.
Ensuring all designs achieve the same reliability outcomes requires
finding an equivalence between the Value of Lost Load (VOLL) used to
penalize imbalances between demand and supply in the SMC, and the
ramp-capability requirements set for the ADMC and HDMC.

To focus on the wind-power production uncertainty only, we as-
sume electricity demand to be certain, and assume the probability of
generator outages is zero. For this reason the market designs simulated
in this study do not include operating reserves (OR) and instead only
consider ramp-feasible reserves intended to deal with wind power un-
certainty and variability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the method, including
the designed modeling framework for a fair comparison of the different
market designs and the market assumptions is presented in Section 2.
The formulation of models for DA and RT market clearing is provided
in Section 3, followed by a description of the case studies and data in
Section 4. Results for alternative market clearing approaches are pre-
sented in Section 5, followed by further insights into the comparative
analysis in Section 6. Additional information is provided in the supple-
mentary information document (SI).

2. Method

In order to conduct a fair comparison among the four market clearing
mechanisms examined, in a setting replicating real electricity market sit-
uations, we follow four steps illustrated in Fig. 1 and listed as follows:

1. Generation of hourly wind-power production scenarios and their
associated probabilities to be used as inputs each day of the year
for which the market clearing is simulated. In the SMC and SRUC
stage of HDMC these scenarios are used directly, along with their
probabilities of occurrence. In the DMC, ADMC, and HDMC, the ex-
pected value of wind power production across the set of generated
scenarios is selected as the DA system-wide aggregated wind
power production forecast. The forecast error represented in the
scenarios set is used in combination with a ramp requirement-
setting rule determined in step 2, to estimate the up and down
ramp-capability requirements considered in the ADMC and
HDMC (see Section 2.1).
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2. Determination of an adequate rule for setting market-wide up and
down ramp-capability requirements considered in the DA adjusted
deterministic market clearing mechanisms.

3. Simulation of one year of operations under each of the four market
clearing mechanisms using the Electricity Market Simulation Tool
(EMST) (see Section 2.3).

4. Simulation of the market settlement process and estimation of an-
nual market outcomes (See Section 2.4).

Steps 1–4 are repeated for case studies with different wind penetra-
tion levels and sensitivity analyses.

2.1. Generation of day-ahead wind power production scenarios

We characterize the uncertainty on next-day hourly wind power by
generating a set of scenarios and their corresponding probabilities of oc-
currence. The discrepancy between a day-ahead scenario of hourly wind
production and its realization corresponds to a forecast error. In this
step a set of DA forecast errors is generated and then added to historical
DAwind power production to obtain a set of day-ahead forecast scenarios
that represent the same uncertainty observed in a historical data-set.

To simulate the electricity market operation for year Y, we take four-
years of five-minute resolution historical data on DA forecasts and real-
izations of wind power production. Using this data we generate wind
production scenarios for each day of the year to be simulated, Y. We
first generate 200 scenarios of forecast errors, then reduce this set to
only 30 scenarios, and finally, use these to generate scenarios of wind
power production (see Section C in SI for details on the process for gen-
erating the scenarios of wind power forecast error).
We then generate day-ahead five-minute wind production scenar-
ios, taking the reduced set of error scenarios for year Y and adding
them to the data on observed wind power production for the same
year. Finally, since the scenarios have five-minute resolution, hourly av-
erages are calculated to obtain a set of scenarioswith hourly granularity.
Section D in SI illustrates the implementation of the scenario generation
process and how its outputs are used in simulating market operations.
None of these DA wind power scenarios is used in the RT market simu-
lation. Instead, the RT uses the hourly average of the four years of five-
minute resolution historical data.

2.2. Determination of VOLL and rules for dynamically updating hourly up
and down ramp-capability requirements for the ADMC and HDMC

The value of lost load (VOLL) is used as a penalty factor in RT-UC
under all market designs and is also used in the second-stage of
SMC and SRUC to penalize the loss of load. We find VOLL by running a
one-year simulation of market operations under SMC. The Value of
Lost Load (VOLL) used in all models is found iteratively by running the
EMST with SMC, such that it represents the minimum value that guar-
antees no load shedding in one year. VOLL is set as the minimum
value needed to ensure no load shedding in any of the second-stage sce-
narios considered in SMC. This minimum value is found through itera-
tion starting with a value high enough to avoid load shedding and
reducing that in decrements of 500$/MWh until there is no load shed-
ding. This reliability standard and VOLL are used in the EMST to find op-
timal dynamic ramp-capability requirement policies for ADMC and
HDMC.

The DA ramp capability products of ADMC and HDMC are similar to
those recently implemented in MISO. While in MISO ramp capability



Fig. 2. Bidding structure and information flow in the adjusted deterministic and stochastic market clearing designs where UC refers to unit commitment and ED to Economic Dispatch.
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products are cleared both in the DA and RT, in ADMC these are only
traded in the DA. Identical to MISO, ADMC/HDMC has a demand
curve that sets a cap of $5/MW to compensate resources for their oppor-
tunity cost of providing up/down ramp capability to meet system
wide up/down Ramp Capability Requirements RRt

Up
and RRt

Dn
set for

each hour t. When all of the required ramp capability is procured
(i.e., Eqs. (1m) and/or (1n) are binding), the price is set at the opportu-
nity cost of the most expensive resource cleared. Instead, if some
targeted capability is procured but not all because the cost of procuring
the full quantity exceeds the limit set by the demand curve, resources
are compensated at $5/MW. While in MISO resources can opt out
from providing ramp capability products, in ADMC/HDMC it is assumed
that by submitting energy bids to the DA market, all resources agree to
provide any combination of energy and up/down ramp capability that
clear (see SI Section E for a description of the ramp capability pricing
mechanism).

Ramp Capability Requirements RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn

in ADMC/HDMC are
set in a different way than in MISO (see SI Sections F and G). In ADMC/

HDMCRRt
Up

andRRt
Dn

are set to cover the fraction of the DA uncertainty
onwind power production that can be cost effectively hedged by sched-
uling slow-start resources in the DA. This approach takes into account
that any deviations of RT wind power production from DA forecasts
that cannot be covered with the resources scheduled in the DA, will
need to be addressed at a higher cost, by adjusting the commitment of

fast-start resources in the RT. To determine RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn

we first
find the probability distribution function of the DA forecast error of
wind power production (i.e., RT wind production minus forecasted
wind power production in the DA). We then use this probability func-
tion in an iterative process to find an optimal rule on how much of the
uncertainty on this forecast error should be covered by DA up and

down ramp capability requirements RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn

and how much
those requirements should be according to such rule.

The rule to setRRt
Up

andRRt
Dn

is characterized by probability bounds

αUp and αDn.According to this rule RRt
Up

must be such that the probabil-
ity of a negative deviation of real time wind production from the
DA forecast (i.e., [RT production – DA forecast] b 0) being larger

(i.e., more negative) than RRt
Up

is αUp. Similarly, RRt
Dn

is set up such
that the probability of a positive deviation (i.e., [RT Production – DA

forecast] N 0) being larger than RRt
Dn

is 1− αDn.The rules or probability
bounds αUp and αDn are the same for all hours of the year, but the prob-
ability distribution of production deviations from DA forecasts are up-
dated hourly (see Section G in SI for a full description of the rule and
its implementation).

The optimal values of αUp and αDn are found by running the Electric-
ity Market Simulation Tool (EMST) iteratively with different values of

αUp and αDn (and the corresponding RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn
) seeking to mini-

mize system's operating costs, while meeting a reliability standard of
zero MWh of not supplied energy over a year. The costs include those
of having to procure ramp-capability in real-time by dispatching expen-
sive fast-start generators due to a poor scheduling of slow-start genera-
tors, and the opportunity costs of not being able to integrate all thewind
production due to insufficient down ramp-capability.

2.3. Simulation of one year of hourly system operations

The EMST simulates the sequence of DA and RTmarket clearing pro-
cesses. It assumes the typical setting of an organized electricity market,
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where an Independent System Operator (ISO) ensures the balance of
supply and demand at the minimum cost (expected value of cost, in
the case of SMC) while abiding technical constraints of the generators
and those for ensuring reliability.

2.3.1. Market assumptions
The EMST assumes a perfectly competitive market where all gener-

ators (both fast-start, and slow-start) offer their true start-up, andmar-
ginal costs to themarket operators. Balancing energy offers are assumed
to be equal ormarginallymore expensive than theDA energy offers due
to possible extra-costs incurred to provide a timely response to devia-
tions from the DA schedule. These extra-costs are significant when the
deviations make it necessary to start in the real time generators that
were scheduled to be offline. Section 5 explores the sensitivity ofmarket
outcomes to different assumptions on generators' offers for balancing
energy.

Givenwe only consider wind power generation uncertainty, neither
the SMC, DMC, ADMC, or HDMC include requirements for contingency
or frequency-regulation reserves (i.e., Operating Reserves OR). ADMC,
HDMC, and SMC markets however, co-optimize energy and ramp-
capability requirements. In ADMC and HDMC, a demand curve set by
the ISO determines the price producers are paid for maintaining up
and down ramp-capability requirements when the associated con-
straints are binding. As it used to be the case in MISO (Navid and
Rosenwald, 2013), under ADMC and HDMC, producers are assumed to
accept to provide any combination of energy and flexible ramp require-
ments when submitting their energy offers (i.e., they do not submit a
separate offer of their ramp-capability). This assumption is consistent
with current outcomes; although the final implementation of MISO's
ramp capability market made participation voluntary, 95–97% of eligi-
ble resources participated during 05/11/2016–09/30/2016 period
(Market Subcommittee of MISO, 2016). SMC, uses an energy-only
pricing scheme and hence producers are not paid for maintaining
ramp-capability reserves (or any other service different than energy).
To ensure a fair comparison and highlight the impact of ramp-capability
payments, the ADMC results without these payments are presented in
the SI (see Section H for the full description of both settlement schemes).

The maximum up- and down-ward ramp-capability a generator
can provide, is limited to the capacity that can be fully deployed within
a 10-minute timeframe. The system-wide demand curves for ramp-
capability requirements are updated daily for every hour based on DA
uncertainty. Similar to MISO's DA ramp products (Cornelius et al.,
2017; Navid and Rosenwald, 2013) the demand curves imply a price
of zero when the system's available ramp capabilities are greater than
the ramp-capability requirement and a price of up to $5/MW when
the ramp-capability available is lower than this requirement.

Themarket clears in two stages –DAandRT (Section F in SI discusses
thedifferences between theEMST and thePJMmarket structure andop-
erations). The first stage, illustrated as DA-OM in Fig. 1, runs the DA unit
commitment (DAUC) and economic dispatch (DAED) algorithms to de-
termine the set of units scheduled to operate and their electricity gener-
ation, ramp-capability requirements, and corresponding prices. In the
HDMCdesign, after theDAmarket schedules and prices are determined,
the SRUC determines the additional commitments for slow-start gener-
ators needed to hedge against wind uncertainty. Note that we do not
simulate a deterministic residual unit commitment (DRUC) because in
the absence of different/new forecasts of demand andwind production,
its outcomes would replicate those of the DA market clearing.

The second stage, illustrated as RT-OM in Fig. 1, runs a look-ahead
real-time unit commitment to commit/de-commit fast-starting units,
and single-period economic dispatch to determine hourly electricity
generation of all units, and hourly real time prices. Because for compu-
tational efficiency its resolution is hourly, intra-hour commitment and
trades are not considered. This real-time unit commitment looks 2 h
ahead to account for the most accurate wind production forecasts and
commits/de-commits fast-start producers (those with combustion
turbine frames) in order to ensure ramp-feasible online capacity for fol-
lowing wind production. The hourly real-time production schedules
and energy prices are determined in the real-time economic dispatch
which settles the deviations from DA schedules.

The timing of the offers that generators present to system operators
differs between the deterministic designs and the SMC as illustrated in
Fig. 2. In the deterministic mechanisms, two sets of offers are made by
generators: one before the DA auction for energy, and the other before
each balancing auction for “balancing energy” needed to cover devia-
tions from theDA schedule in the real time. The two auctions are cleared
separately. In HDMC, the incremental costs of balancing energy used in
the SRUC's second stage are assumed to be equal to the offers submitted
by producers to the DA market. The DA ramp-capability requirements
are quantified exogenously as discussed in Section 2.2. These DA
ramp-capability requirements are met by DA committed generators.

Instead, under SMC, the generators simultaneously offer DA and
balancing energy prior to the DA market clearing stage. DA energy and
ramp-capability reserve schedules are determined accounting for the
likely next-daywind energy production and the expected balancing en-
ergy costs. No new offer is made in the real-time stage, and hence, the
real-time stage is not an auction but a balancingmechanism that deter-
mines the optimal dispatch of resources (generation of conventional
and wind producers), and optimal load shedding, based on the
locked-in balancing energy offers of generators and the VOLL.

One of the main differences between the SMC, ADMC, and HDMC is
their determination of reserves/ramp-capability requirements.While in
the SMC the DA ramp-capability requirements/schedules are deter-
mined endogenously, in the ADMC and HDMC are determined exoge-
nously based on the ramp-capability requirement rules determined
ex-ante and applied to that day's uncertainty on wind power output.
The other main difference is in the optimization models representing
the DA market clearing mechanisms. As illustrated in Fig. 2, The SMC
runs a DA stochastic unit commitment and stochastic economic dis-
patch represented in the form of two-stage stochastic optimization
models (see Section 3.3) that consider the wind-power production sce-
narios and their probabilities. In contrast, all deterministic designs use
deterministic unit commitment and deterministic economic dispatch
models for DA market clearing that consider the DA forecast of wind
production – set as the expected value of the wind power scenarios—
and up and down ramp-capability deemed necessary to cover the un-
certainty around DA wind production.

2.3.2. Electricity Market Simulation Tool (EMST)
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the EMST runs a DA Operations Module (DA-

OM) and a RT Operations Module (RT-OM) for a year-long period. The
DA-OM is run daily – for each hour of the day-, and the RT-OM is run
hourly. DA-OM consists of DA unit commitment and economic dispatch
models, along with SRUC which is only simulated under HDMC design.

Themodels are run sequentially such that the outputs of one serve as
the inputs for the next so they can be solved in chronological order. First,
the DA unit commitment is fed with the DA wind production forecasts,
hourly demand, and the producers' offers. It then determines the com-
mitment schedule of generating units that is an input to the economic
dispatch model. The economic dispatch model solves for energy and
ramp-capability requirements (maximum deviation from DA sched-
ules) provided by committed generating units, and calculates the DA
hourly prices to settle energy transactions. In HDMC, SRUC maintains
or prolongs the DA commitment of slow-start producers and commits
additional generators.

The RT-OM runs every hour to adjust the commitment of fast-start
generators and to determine the optimal dispatch of all generators for
the latest wind and demand data of the look-ahead period. It uses the
same RT-UC and RT-ED model for all market clearing designs. At the
end of each daily cycle, all DA-OM and RT-OM transactions are settled
based on the DA and RT schedules and prices (see Section H in SI).
The commitments made by the SRUC are taken as energy offers into
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the RT-OM and are settled at the RT energy price. The end-of-day RT
operation's outcomes are used to initialize theNext day's DA operations.

2.4. Simulation of market settlement process and calculation of market
outcomes

After system operations are simulated for a whole year the Post-
Processing Module (PPM) calculates the generators' hourly and daily
revenues, up-lift payments and other system's operation indicators for
thewhole year. PPM takes theDA-OMandRT-OMproduction schedules
and prices to estimate the outcomes of the settlement processes. Both
DA and RT energy transactions are settled on an hourly basis. Out-of-
market adjustment payments to ensure that generators following
the ISO's instructions do not operate at a loss (also called uplift or
revenue-sufficiency guarantee payments, see Section H.3 in SI) are
also calculated daily.

In all market clearing designs represented in EMST, DA energy trans-
actions are settled at the DA hourly energy prices, while the RT devia-
tions from DA schedules are settled at RT prices. In DMC, ADMC, and
HDMC, the DA hourly energy price is set to the dual of the hourly de-
mand and supply balance constraint, denoted by λE,t

DA in Eq. (1j) in the
DA deterministic economic dispatch problem presented in Section 3.2.
In SMC, the DA energy price is the dual of the hourly balance constraint
in the first stage of DA stochastic economic dispatch problem, presented
in Section 3.3. To determine the RT schedules and prices in all market
clearing designs, the RT-OM of the EMST runs the RT unit commitment
and economic dispatch on a rolling basis after the DA market clearing.
The dual of the RT balance constraint, denoted by λE,t

RT in Eq. (4i), is the
RT energy price. It should be noted that DA Stochastic market clearing

yields anticipation of RT energy prices under each scenario ω, λBA
E;t;ω
πω

,
which equal the dual of Eq. (2i) weighted by the probability of scenario
πω. However, even under SMC, EMST settles RT transactions at λE,tRT not
λBA
E;t;ω
πω

:

The results from market operations and settlement are used to esti-
mate other annual indicators such as total electricity produced and rev-
enue collected by different generation technologies, uplift payments,
price spread, wind energy curtailment, atmospheric emissions (CO2,
SO2, and NOx), number of startups and shutdowns, and total amount
of load shed.

3. Models

The EMST contains nine optimizationmodels that represent the unit
commitment (UC), and economic dispatch (ED) in the DA for the four
different market designs simulated (DMC, ADMC, HDMC, and SMC),
the residual unit commitment (SRUC) for the HDMC design, and the
RT models for commitment and dispatch in the real time under all de-
signs. The DA economic dispatch models (DA ED) are almost identical
to the DA unit commitment models (DA UC) with the only difference
being that the DA UC's binary decision variables representing whether
a unit is on or off at a particular time are fixed inputs into the DA ED.
The RT ED is also similar to the RT-UC with the only difference being
that the real-time dispatch is a single-period optimization while
the RT commitment is a multi-interval two-hour look-ahead model.
The five UC models of the EMST are: 1) Deterministic DA unit-
commitment (D-DA-UC) for DMC, 2) Augmented Deterministic DA
unit commitment (AD-DA-UC) which represents the day-ahead deter-
ministic commitment model with ramp-flexibility requirements for
ADMC and HDMC (see Section 3.2); 3) Stochastic DA unit commitment
(S-DA-UC) for SMC (see Section 3.3); 4) Stochastic Residual unit com-
mitment (SRUC) for HDMC (see Section 3.3), and 5) the real-time unit
commitment (RT-UC) used for all market designs (see Section 3.5).
Given the similarities between the DA UC and DA ED models, and the
fact that the D-DA-UC is a special form of AD-DA-UC in which the set
of ramp-capability requirements are not considered, we only present
the DA UC models for ADMC and SMC, together with the RT-UC
employed by all four market clearing mechanisms. Transmission con-
straints are assumed to be non-binding and are not presented in the
formulation.

Section 3.1 describes the nomenclature used in the formulation of
the models. The superscripts DA or RT refer to the day-ahead or real-
time decision variables, while the subscript ω is applied to the scenario
dependent decision variables used in the second-stage of the stochastic
DA UC and SRUC models. The superscript SRUC refers to scenario-
independent commitment decision variables in the SRUC model. In all
models, power generators are partitioned into two sets: slow-starting
and fast-starting. Slow-starting generators cannot be started in real
time, while fast-starting can be committed or de-committed in real
time to manage deviations from DA forecasts. To reflect this difference,
some of the constraints apply only to one of the sets. The commitment
of each generator is modeled through a set of three binary variables
representing generator's on/off status, startup, and shutdown (Anjos
and Conejo, 2017).
3.1. Notation

3.1.1. Sets
G
 Set of all generators, g ∈ ΨG running from 1 to NG.

S
 Set of slow generators, s ∈ ΨS running from 1 to Ns.

F
 Set of fast generators, f ∈ ΨF running from 1 to NF.

T
 Set of time periods, t ∈ ΨT running from 1 to NT.

C
 Set of wind production scenarios, ω ∈ ΨC running from 1 to Ω.

O
 Set of feasible solutions.
Ψ
3.1.2. Parameters
Length of interval (t) in minutes. (L = 60)

Ramp response time in minutes. (Δ = 10)
g
SU∗(t)
 Startup cost of generator g in period t ($/st).

g
L(t)
 No-load cost of generator g in period t ($/h).

gt
DA
 DA energy offer price, Ogt

B∗: balancing energy offers of generator g
in period t ($/MWh).
g
U
 Startup ramp-rate, ρgSD*: Shutdown ramp-rate, ρgo: operating ramp-rate

of generator g (MW/hour).

OL
 Value of lost load ($/MWh).

ω
 Probability of scenario ω.
g
 Maximum power output of generator g (MW).

Minimum power output of generator g (MW).
Rt
Up
 Market-wide up-ramp-capability requirement in period t (MW).
Rt
Dn
 Market-wide down-ramp-capability requirement in period t (MW).
CPt
UP
 Market-wide up ramp-capability demand curve price in period t ($/MW).

(i.e., Benefit of UpRC)
CPt
Dn
 Market-wide down ramp-capability demand curve price in period

t ($/MW). (i.e., Benefit of DownRC)

t
 Electricity demand in period t (MWh).

t
Av
 Available wind production realized in RT in period t (MWh).

DA
t

Wind production expected in the DA (MWh).
tω
DA
 Wind production forecast for period t under scenario ω (MWh).
w
3.1.3. Continuous optimization variables
t
DA
 DA scheduled production for generator g in period t (MWh).

t
DA
 Total DA scheduled wind production for period t (MWh).

Rgt

DA
 DA up-ramp-capability of generator g in period t (MW).

Rgt

DA
 DA down-ramp-capability of generator g for period t (MW).
R̳ Up
t

DA procured up-ramp-capability of the system in period t
R̳Dn
t
 DA procured down-ramp-capability of the system in period t
(continued on next page)
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gtω
 Balancing-stage production of generator g in period t under scenarioω (MWh).

gtω
Up
 Upward balancing energy deployed by spinning generator g in period

t under scenario ω (MWh).

gtω
Dn
 Downward balancing energy deployed by spinning generator g in period

t under scenario ω (MWh).

ftω
NsU
 Balancing energy supplied by non-spinning fast generator f in period t

under scenario ω (MWh).

tω
Sh
 Load shedding during period t under scenario ω (MWh).

ω
 Total wind power curtailment in period t under scenario ω (MWh).

gt
RT
 Real-time dispatched production of slow-starting generator g during

period t in the RT-UC (MWh).

t
RT
 Real-time dispatched wind production during period t in the RT-UC

(MWh).

T
 Real-time Wind production curtailment during period t in the RT-UC

(MWh).

t
ShRT
Load shedding during period t in the RT-UC (MWh).
D
3.1.4. Binary optimization variables

Ugt
DA: on/off status, Vgt

DA: startup, YgtDA: shutdown schedule of generator g in period t
in DA operations.

UDA : Vector of all Ugt
DA, VDA : vector of all Vgt

DA,
YDA : vector of all YgtDA.
uft: on/off status, vft: startup, yft: shutdown schedule of fast generator f in period t
under scenario ω in the stochastic models' balancing stage.

u: Vector of all uft, v: vector of all vft, y: vector of all yft.
Ust

SRUC: on/off status schedule of slow generators s in period t in the first stage of the
stochastic residual unit commitment.

Ugt
RT: on/off status, Vgt

RT: startup, YgtRT: shutdown schedule of generator g in period t
in RT operations.

URT: Vector of all Ugt
RT, VRT: vector of all Vgt

RT, YRT: vector of all YgtRT.

3.1.5. Dual optimization variables
E,t
DA
 DA energy price; dual of the DA energy demand and supply balance

constraint at time t ($/MWh) (Eq. (1j)).

E,t
RT
 RT energy price; dual of the RT energy demand and supply balance

constraint at time t ($/MWh) (Eq. (4i)).

E,t,ω
BA
 Dual of the second-stage energy demand and supply balance con-

straint at time t and scenarioω.

URC,t
DA
 Up ramping capability price; dual of the up ramp capability target

constraint at time t ($/MW) (1 k)

DRC,t
DA
 Down ramping capability price; dual of the up ramp capability target

constraint at time t ($/MW) (1 l)
3.2. Augmented deterministic day-ahead unit commitment (AD-DA-UC)

Eqs. (1a)–(1j) represent the deterministic UC formulation. The
model minimizes the total cost of satisfying net electricity demand
(demand – scheduled wind production) and system-wide ramp-
capability requirements while abiding generators' operational limits,
and market clearing constraints.

min TC ¼
XNT

t¼1

XNG

g¼1

CSU
gt V

DA
gt þ PDA

gt O
DA
gt

� �" #

−
XNT

t¼1

RRUp
t RCPUPt þ RRDn

t RCPDn
t

h i ð1aÞ

S.t.

PDA
gt þ URDA

gt ≤PgU
DA
gt ∀g;∀t ð1bÞ

PgU
DA
gt ≤P

DA
gt −DRDA

gt ∀g;∀t ð1cÞ
0≤URDA
gt ≤ρ

o
g

Δ
L

� �
UDA

gt ∀g;∀t ð1dÞ
0≤DRDA
gt ≤ρ

o
g

Δ
L

� �
UDA

gt ∀g;∀t ð1eÞ

PDA
gt

L
−

PDA
g;t−1

L
þ URDA

gt

Δ
≤
ρo
g

L
UDA

g;t−1 þ
ρSU
g

L
VDA
gt ∀g;∀t ð1fÞ

PDA
gt−1

L
−

PDA
gt

L
−

DRDA
gt

Δ
≤
ρo
g

L
UDA

gt þ ρSD
g

L
YDA
gt ∀g;∀t ð1gÞ

UDA
g;t−1−UDA

gt þ VDA
gt −YDA

gt ¼ 0 ∀g;∀t ð1hÞ

0≤WDA
t ≤W

DA
t ∀t ð1iÞ

∑NG
g¼1P

DA
gt þWDA

t −Dt ¼ 0 : λDA
E;t ∀t ð1jÞ

XNG

g¼1

URDA
gt ≥RR

Up
t : λDA

URC;t ∀t ð1kÞ

XNG

g¼1

DRDA
gt ≥RR

Dn
t : λDA

DRC;t∀t ð1lÞ

RRUpt ≤RRt
Up

∀t ð1mÞ

RRDn
t ≤RRt

Dn
∀t ð1nÞ

UDA;VDA;YDA
� �

∈ΨO ð1oÞ

The objective function, expressed in Eq. (1a), minimizes genera-
tors' operational costs - including startup, and variable generation
costs calculated based on their DA three-part offers - minus the ben-
efits of procuring up and down ramp reserve capability products.
Constraints (1b)–(1c) limit the scheduled production and ramp-
capability reserves for each generator to its minimum and maximum
generation limits. Constraints (1d)–(1g) ensure ramp-feasibility of DA
ramp-capability reserves and energy schedules. Eqs. (1d)–(1e) cap
the ramp-capability reserves schedules of each generator to the max-
imum production to be ramped up and down within a 10-minute
timeframe. Eqs. (1f)–(1g) guarantee the inter-hour variations of gen-
erators' energy production and the procured up and down ramp re-
serves are ramp-feasible. Eq. (1h) relates the on/off generators'
status transition with their corresponding startup and shutdown indi-
cators. Eq. (1i) sets the maximum DA wind production schedule to
the DA forecast, which is equal to the expected wind production.
Eq. (1j) enforces the balance of total electricity demand and supply.
Eqs. (1k)–(1l) state that procured up and down ramp-capability re-
serves cannot exceed the ramp capability of the producers.
Eqs. (1m)–(1n) limit the procurement of ramp-capability reserves to
the maximum level required by the market operator. These maximum

ramp-capability requirements RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn

are inputs to the UC

model, while procured reserves RR Up
t and RR Dn

t are decision variables.

RRt
Up

and RRt
Dn

are quantified as explained in Section 2.2 by applying
a dynamic ramp requirement-rule determined a priory for the whole
year, for each hour. Eq. (1o) corresponds to a number of other
constraints that are included in the model and presented in the SI
Section I. These constraints ensure that the min-up-time and min-
down-time limits of generators are upheld, and that the commitment
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variables (on/off status, startup, and shutdown) are binary.
The resulting problem is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) problem that can be solved with a commercial optimization
package.

The model used to represent the economic dispatch (ED) is nearly
identical to the one presented above for the UCwith the only difference
being that the commitment, startup, and shutdown variables are no
longer decision variables, but taken as parameters. This converts the
MILP into a linear programming (LP) problem that allows estimating
the shadow prices of constraint (1j)-representing the DA price for
energy - and the shadow price of constraints (1k)–(1l), representing
the prices of the up and down ramp-capability reserves. As stated be-
fore, the price of up ramp-capability reserves is capped at RCPtUP which
is determined by the system operator to be the benefit of this resource.
When the available up ramp-capability is greater than themaximumset

requirement (RRt
Up
), the reserve price is zero. The same applies to down

ramp-capability reserve prices.
3.3. Stochastic day-ahead unit commitment (S-DA-UC)

The stochastic unit commitmentmodel, presented in Eqs. (2a)–(2p),
is a two-stage stochastic programmingmodel. The first stage represents
the DAmarket decisions and constraints, while the second-stage repre-
sents the anticipation of the balancing operations that would be re-
quired to accommodate different wind production scenarios. Based on
the generators' offers for DA andbalancing energy, themodelminimizes
the expected cost of supplying net load, which includes both the DA en-
ergy costs plus the expected costs of energy in the balancing stage. The
generator-related and market-clearing constraints are enforced in both
stages. Other constraints enable endogenous determination of DA up
and down reserve schedules and ensure the feasibility of all DA sched-
ules under the set of wind scenarios considered.

The stochastic model's objective function is presented in Eq. (2a).
The first line in Eq. (2a) constitutes the DA costs of supplying net load
and ramp reserves. The second and third lines represent the expected
cost of deviating from DA schedules, including the startup and energy
production costs. Finally, the last line adds up the cost of expected
unsupplied energy, which is penalized at the VOLL. The first stage con-
straints are identical to Eqs. (1b)–(1h), (1j), and (1o) which include
the DA generators' and market clearing constraints. Note that, the DA
wind producers are not constrained to the expected production in the
stochastic model.

Eqs. (2c)–(2j) correspond to the second-stage constraints, and
hence, are scenario dependent. Eq. (2c) specifies the minimum and
maximum production of slow-starting and fast-starting generators
under each scenario. Eqs. (2d) and (2e) represent constraints on the
generators up and down ramping capability. Eq. (2f) represents the
on/off transition of fast generators in the balancing stage. Eq. (2g) limits
the wind curtailment under a scenario to the realized wind production,
and Eq. (2h) limits the load shedding in each scenario to the demand.
Eq. (2i) ensures the balance of supply and demand under each scenario.
Eq. (2j) represents all other balancing-stage constraints, such as min-
up-time andmin-down-time limits of fast generators and the binary na-
ture of fast generators' commitment variables.

Eqs. (2k)–(2o) represent the set of constraints that link the DA
with the balancing stage and enable the endogenous determination of
the reserve schedules. Eqs. (2k)–(2l) link the DA and balancing stage
decisions and decompose the deployed balancing energy to up- and
down-ward balancing energy by spinning producers and upward en-
ergy by non-spinning producers. Eq. (2m) ensures deployed downward
balancing energy does not exceed DA scheduled energy. Eq. (2n) sets
the DA up reserve schedule of producer g to its maximum upward
deviation from its DA energy schedule across the scenarios. Eq. (2o)
sets the DA down reserve schedules to the maximum downward
deviations.
Finally, Eq. (2p) represents the set of non-anticipativity constraints
for slow-start producers whose DA commitment, startup, and shut-
down status must be preserved in the balancing stage.
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3.4. Stochastic residual unit commitment (SRUC)

The SRUC model presented in Eqs. (3a)–(3e), commits the residual
slow-start capacity needed in the DA time frame to minimize the RT
balancing costs. It is a two-stage stochastic optimization model that
minimizes the expected RT operation costs by accounting for the uncer-
tainty of wind production andmaintaining the status of slow producers
committed in the DA market. The first stage accounts for the commit-
ment costs and constraints of slow producers already committed in
the DA, while the second stage considers the operation costs and con-
straints of all generators for various realizations of wind power produc-
tion in RT, and leaves unchanged or increases the commitment of slow
producers. The re-optimized DA commitment of slow producers
resulting from this SRUC process is denoted by Us,t

SRUC, while their DA
market commitment, which is treated as a parameter coming from
the deterministic unit commitment model (AD-DA-UC), is denoted by
Us,t
DA. The second-stage variables are represented by the same notation

used for the S-DA-UC model.
The objective function presented in Eq. (3a), is equal to the total ex-

pected cost of startup and generation to supply the next day's net de-
mand across the set of wind production scenarios, plus the expected
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cost of not supplied electricity, penalized at the VOLL. Eq. (3b) repre-
sents the first-stage constraints that maintain the status of power pro-
ducers committed in the DA market in the SRUC stage. Eq. (3c)
represents Eqs. (2c)–(2i) of the S-DA-UC enforcing the minimum and
maximum generation levels of producers, their hourly up and down
ramp rate constraints, the levels of wind power curtailment and load
shedding, the hourly balance between demand and supply in all scenar-
ios, and the startup/shutdown trajectory of fast and slow producers.
Eq. (3d) represents the set of second-stage minimum-up-time and
minimum-down-time constraints of generators. Finally, Eq. (3e)
shows the non-anticipativity constraints that ensure the SRUC-stage
commitment of slow producers does not change in the RT stage.
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3.5. Real-time unit commitment (RT-UC) model

RT-UC runs at the beginning of each hour h to find the hour-ahead
commitment of fast-start generators that minimizes the costs of meet-
ing balancing energy requirements during the next two hours (h + 1,
h + 2). RT-UC commits and de-commits fast-start generators in re-
sponse to variations in real-time wind production and based on the
generator's balancing energy offers. The real-time commitments for
hour h are then fixed and input as parameters into the real-time eco-
nomic dispatch (RT-ED). The RT-ED determines the least-cost real-
time dispatch of all committed generators and the hour h hourly-real-
time price at which all real-time energy transactions are settled. The
RT-ED formulation is similar to that of the RT-UC except the optimiza-
tion is concerned with hour h and it does not look ahead. Nonetheless,
all the inter-temporal constraints of generators, such as ramping, min-
up-time, and min-down-time constraints are also enforced.

In the RT-UC's formulation, DA market decisions (on/off status, and
generation level) - denoted by superscript DA - are treated as parame-
ters in the RT-UC. Real-time decisions from the previous time periods,
denoted by superscript RT and subscript t-1, are also taken as parame-
ters in period t.

The RT-UC's formulation is presented in Eqs. (4a)–(4l). The objective
function, represented in Eq. (4a), is the total cost of offsetting deviations
from DA schedules, estimated for the period between the beginning of
period h and the beginning of period h+ 2. Because the RT-UC runs se-
quentially, hour after hour, it considers the adjustments from real-time
runs for previous hours. The first line of Eq. (4a) gives the total startup
costs of fast generators started in the look-ahead period and the second
line corresponds to the sum of generators' balancing energy production
cost and load shedding costs. Eqs. (4b)–(4l) correspond to the set of RT-
UC's constraints. Eq. (4b) sets the minimum and maximum limits for
real-time production of slow and fast starting generators. Constraints
(4c)–(4d) ensure the ramp-feasibility of real-timeproduction of all gen-
erators. Eq. (4e) represents the real time on/off transitions of fast-start
generators considering their DA status. Constraint (4f) limits the hourly
real-time load shedding to the total hourly demand. Constraints (4g)
and (4h) confine the real-time wind curtailment and wind energy pro-
duction to the realized wind power. Eq. (4i) ensures that total real-time
production equals total demand. The shadow price (i.e., dual variable)
of Eq. (4i) in the RT-ED is taken as the real-time price for settling real-
time imbalance energy transactions. Eqs. (4j) and (4k) set the commit-
ment transition trajectory of slow-start generators to their DA and SRUC
scheduled status. Min-up-time and min-down-time constraints of fast
generators and integrality of commitment variables (on/off status,
start-up and shutdown) are all represented by Eq. (4l).
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4. Test system and data

Themarket outcomes and environmental implications of adopting a
stochastic framework are investigated on a 12% capacity-scaled version
of PJM's power generation resources as reported in the National Electric
Energy Data System (NEEDS v.5.13) (US EPA, 2016) compiled by EPA
(US EPA, 2015). The system is assumed to have a peak load of
17,241 MW, and 67 thermal generators with a total of 20,000 MW of
installed capacity. Wind power generation capacity is 4641 MW in the
base case and 7300 MW in the high wind penetration case. Assuming
the same demand and wind-farm capacity factor, the base-case has



Table 2
Economic and power generation outcomes of the four market clearing designs, for a sim-
ulated year of operations. Columns 3–5 show changes with respect to DMC.

DMC
(baseline)

ADMC HDMC SMC

Economic outcomes (M$)
Total plants' cost Base (1125) −0.36% −0.41% −0.90%
DA plants' cost Base (1124) −0.29% −0.26% −3.38%
RT plants' costs Base (0.5) −152.3% −325.1% 5536.9%
Start-up costs Base (27.5) −17.00% −16.23% −27.40%
Consumers' payment Base (1809) 3.40% 3.23% 1.73%
Producers' surplus Base (684) 9.59% 9.47% 6.36%
UP1 Base (21) −47.27% −43.11% −58.25%
UP2 Base (3) −55.17% −45.71% −55.20%
UP-PS Base (1.34%) −50.00% −47.08% −58.57%

Average prices ($/MWh)
DA price Base (20.44) 3.95% 3.15% 2.11%
RT price Base (20.87) 0.09% −0.69% 1.55%

Power generation outcomes by technology (MWh)
Coal Base (27489) −2.42% −1.90% −3.74
NGCC Base (9467) 7.43% 6.66% 9.92%
NGCT Base (166) −26.25% −64.8% 32.85%
Wind Base (10442) 0.06% 0.03% 0.32%
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12% of wind energy penetration while the high wind penetration case
has 21%. The power generation capacity of fossil-fired producers ex-
ceeds the system's peak load by 16% and hence is consistent with
PJM's long-term reserve margin policy (PJM Staff, 2015a).

4.1. Data on conventional power generators

Table 1 summarizes information on the technology, fuel-type
installed capacity, quick-start and ramp-capability of the 67 conven-
tional generators included in the test system. Following PJM's rules, all
combustion turbines with 2-hour or shorter start-up time are classified
as fast-starting, and others as slow-starting units. All technology types
except nuclear are capable of providing ramp-capability reserves and
can be treated as load-following generators. Nuclear generators are as-
sumed to operate at a constant power capacity (PJM Staff, 2016b) (see
Section J in SI for full description of the conventional generators data).

Themarginal operating costs of fossil-fired generators assumed to be
equal to the DA and balancing energy offers, are calculated from the
heat-rates of the generators and the cost of fuel. The prices of fuel deliv-
ered to power plants are assumed to be $2.1/MBTU for coal, $2.9/MBTU
for natural gas, and $10/MMBTU for oil as reported by the EIA's Electric-
ity Data Browser for the PJM region in year 2016; and $2770/kg or
$0.85/MMBTU for uranium (McCalley, 2012; Nuclear Energy Costs,
2016).

4.2. Data on electricity demand and wind power production

Data on electricity demand, wind power DA forecasts, and wind
power production is taken from a time-coincident 5-minute resolution
dataset from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA, 2017). De-
mand data is aggregated hourly and then scaled up by 63% so that it
reaches a peak of 17,241 MW. Wind data is taken as is to represent a
12% wind-penetration case, and scaled to represent the 21% wind pen-
etration case. Note that the peak demand of this test system is equal
to only 11.3% of PJM's summer peak demand in 2016 (~151,945 MW
(PJM Staff, 2016c)) and 10.4% of the projected peak for 2018
(~165,492 MW (PJM Staff, 2018)). This reduction in size corresponds
to an equivalent reduction in costs, so while in this test system costs
are of the order of 109 USD in PJM are of the order of 1010.

5. Results

Results from the comparison of the outcomes of DMC, ADMC,HDMC,
and SMC under a base case of 12% wind penetration show SMC's supe-
riority. While ADMC, HDMC, and SMC represent an improvement from
DMC, SMC is superior. As presented in detail below, SMC reduces the
use of coal, integrates slightly more wind power, diminishes fuel costs,
and start-up costs, reduces air emissions, prices electricity in a way con-
sistent with marginal system operation costs, and increases conver-
gence of DA and RT prices. HDMC is slightly superior to ADMC as it
better accounts for the tradeoff between flexibility and operation costs
in theDA stage. However, its improvementswith respect to the baseline
are less than 50% of those achieved by SMC.
Table 1
Installed capacity and number of conventional power generating units in the test system.

Technology # of
units

Capacity (MW)
& share (%)

Ramp-capability Quick
start

Nuclear STa 4 4616 (23%) No No
Coal ST 19 8727 (44%) Yes No
NGCCb 14 2996 (15%) Yes No
Oil CTc 8 631 (3%) Yes No
NGCT 22 3030 (15%) Yes Yes

a Steam turbine.
b Combined cycle.
c Combustion turbine.
5.1. Dispatch and economic outcomes

Table 2 shows that modifying the DMC to better characterize uncer-
tainty on wind power production has three effects: a) it reduces opera-
tion costs, b) it increases average DA prices and c) it increases
producers' surplus. As seen, ADMC, HDMC, and SMC reduce the annual
operating costs of conventional power plants (fuel and start-up) by
0.36%, 0.41%, and 0.9% relative to DMC. SMC's total cost reduction is
the result of lower start-up costs, and lower fuel costs due to the inte-
gration of 27,761 MWh of additional wind power. The main difference
between the adjusted deterministic designs and SMC is in the way
they affect DA and RT schedules and costs. As discussed in Section 5.2,
SMC schedules more wind in the DA market than ADMC and hence
causes a 13 fold reduction in DA costs with respect to HDMC. Deploying
reserves in the RT market to offset deviations of wind schedules in-
creases the RT plant's costs under SMC, but this increase is more than
offset by the reduction in DA costs. Relative to DMC, ADMC and HDMC
reduce the total costs by reducing both DA and RT operation costs, but
HDMC is more effective in DA cost-effective commitment of capacity
tomeet RT needswhich results in significantly lower RT operation costs.

While ADMC,HDMC, and SMC reduceDA operation costs, they all in-
crease the average DA price and improve the convergence between av-
erage DA and RT prices. These outcomes suggest that SMC and the
adjusted designs result in DA commitment and prices that reflect the
RT price variations that can occur due to wind uncertainty. This result
has important implications for the incentives to submit virtual bids (a
mechanism not represented in this paper). Because under ADMC,
HDMC and SMC, all DA cleared resources benefit from higher DA prices,
there is a reduced incentive for submitting virtual bids that allow them
to be paid RT prices. In contrast, under DMC, only resources providing
balancing energy might benefit from RT deviations from DA wind fore-
casts and thereforemarket participantsmay be better off by offering vir-
tual bids that allow them to have access to RT prices.

Higher DA prices increase consumer payments,which, togetherwith
lower costs, increase producers' surplus. This increased producers' sur-
plus under the adjusted market designs suggests the existence of suffi-
cient incentives for producers to offer their ramp-capability reserves to
the grid, especially under ADMC where DA prices are higher. The pay-
ments for providing ramp-capability reserve under ADMC account for
0.08% of the additional producers' revenues observed in ADMC relative
to DMC (see SI Section K.1). Nonetheless, ADMC causes the lowest cost
reduction alongwith the highest DA price increase, and SMC the highest



Fig. 3. Annual average of hourly DA and RT energy prices and average spread between
them (spreadt = ∑d=1

365 |RT Priced,t − DA Priced,t|/365). See comparison with historical
PJM prices in SI Section K.2.
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cost reduction with the lowest price increase. While ADMC would be
the most appealing design to producers given the expected increase in
their surplus, it would be far-less attractive than SMC to consumers. In-
deed, the increase in consumers' payments is much lower under SMC
than under HDMC and ADMC. HDMC's economic outcomes are slightly
better than ADMC's. Its DA price is slightly lower than ADMC's and its
cost reductions slightly higher, shifting a small portion of welfare
gains from producers to consumers.

In addition, SMC ismore effective than ADMCandHDMC in reducing
total uplift payments to producers. Uplift payments are deemed unde-
sirable because they reduce the transparency of the market and hence
fail to send the right signals for enticing participation or investment in
flexible resources. These uplift payments have been disaggregated into
two components presented in Table 2. Uplift Payment 1 (UP1), is equal
to the uplift payments made to cover the startup costs of power plants.
Uplift Payments 2 (UP2) is equal to the payments made to account for
other pricing non-convexities not covered by the DA and RT energy
prices (i.e., those caused by minimum generation and minimum up
and down time constraints as discussed in SI Section H.3).

To provide ameasure of the effectiveness of adjustedmarket designs
in reducing the need for uplift payments, Table 2 presents total uplift
payments received by producers' as a percentage of annual revenues
(denoted by UP-PS). ADMC, HDMC, and SMC cut the total uplift pay-
ments by 48%, 45%, and 58% and the ratio of uplift payment to annual
revenues by 50%, 47%, and 58.6% respectively. The significant reduction
in UP1 payments observed under SMC is due to its more efficient com-
mitment of conventional producers, also reflected in the reduction of
start-up costs. Although, the absolute reduction in UP2 caused by
ADMC and SMC is very similar, under SMC, UP2 accounts for a lower
share of the revenue which proves SMC's effectiveness minimizing the
prominence of uplift payments. HDMC is less effective than ADMC in re-
ducing uplift payments because the additional commitments made at
the RUC stage under HDMC result in high startup costs and are settled
at RT prices.

A departure from the dispatch prescribed by DMC, together with
higher DA prices, increases the total producers' surplus, but only coal
and natural gas fired generators benefit from this change. Table 3
shows the share of profits for each technology group under DMC, and
the percentage change with respect to that baseline under the adjusted
designs. As seen, NGCT resources collect b0.02% of the profits under all
designs. Instead, coal and NGCC generators receive higher profits
under all adjusted designs, due to higher average DA prices. The highest
profits for NGCC and coal generators are obtained under HDMC and the
least under SMC, which results in the lowest DA average prices of all de-
signs. The fact that HDMCallows higher profits to theflexible, slow-start
coal and NGCC power plants, suggests that this design is superior in re-
munerating operational flexibility than ADMC and SMC.

5.1.1. Convergence between DA and RT markets
Convergence between the DA and RT prices and main dispatch fea-

tures is deemed desirable because it reduces the risk-hedging needs of
market participants (Kazempour and Hobbs, 2017a, 2017b; Parsons
et al., 2015). As shown by Fig. 3, average DA prices in ADMC, HDMC,
Table 3
Change in distribution of profits among different generation technologies as a percentage
of the baseline distribution under DMC.

Technology Change in share of profits relative to DMC

DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Coal Base (3.16%) 71.38% 73.65% 35.33%
NGCC Base (1.73%) 50.37% 55.68% 32.30%
NGCT Base (0.01%) 41.22% 34.34% 7.83%
Nuclear Base (65.77%) −2.43% −2.75% −1.65%
Oil Base (0.00%) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Wind Base (29.34%) −5.21% −5.06% −2.02%
and SMC are close to each other and significantly higher than under
DMC. Major discrepancies between ADMC and SMC DA prices are only
observed during the late night and early morning hours, when the ex-
pectation of higher wind production allows SMC to schedule more of
this resource and further reduce prices. During the other hours, when
average DA prices in the adjusted designs vary within a narrow band,
ADMC produces the highest price increase, with respect to the average
DA prices in DMC, and SMC the lowest increase.

Panel (b) in Fig. 3 shows that average RT prices are higher under
SMC except for the late night and early morning hours when wind
power production tends to be larger. SMC schedules higher quantities
of wind energy, as discussed in Section 5.2, and relies more on
dispatching NGCT producers in RT rather than scheduling coal pro-
ducers in the DA market, to deal with the uncertainty on wind power
production. This increases the dispatch of faster but more expensive
(out-of-merit order) resources in the balancing stage, and causes RT
prices to rise. SMC offers the largest price incentives for producers to fol-
low wind energy variations in RT. Panel (c) shows that the difference
between average hourly prices for the DA and RT (i.e. the spread)
tends to be smaller for SMC than for ADMC, HDMC, and DMC. In fact,
for SMC, the absolute value of average hourly spread is always lower
than 0.5 $/MWh. In contrast, for ADMC, the absolute spread can be
higher than 1 $/MWh. The average of the absolute value of spreads be-
tween DA and RT prices for 24 h is 0.55 ($/MWh) under DMC, 14.5%
lower under ADMC (absolute spread = 0.47), 14.5% lower under
HDMC (absolute spread = 0.43), and 40% lower under SMC (absolute
spread = 0.33). The greater convergence between DA and RT prices
under SMC is not surprising, given that by design, this scheme accounts
for the expected cost of wind production uncertainty in the DA and
hence these DA prices are consistent with the RT. The SI Section K.3
discusses how more consistency between DA scheduling and RT
dispatch in SMC relative to ADMC results in the coincidence in themar-
ginal fuel for DA and RT, and convergence between DA and RT prices in
SMC.



Table 4
Percentage variation of annual dispatch outcomes in alternative designs (%).

Generation (GWh) DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Coal Base (27,489) −2.4% −1.9% −3.7%
NGCC Base (9467) 7.4% 6.7% 9.9%
Nuclear Base (39,107) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Oil Base (0) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
NGCT Base (166) −26.3% −64.8% 32.9%
Wind Base (10,442) 0.06% 0.03% 0.32%

Table 6
Total annually scheduling of ramp-capability reserves under alternative market designs
(GW).

Capacity (GW) DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Scheduled up-reserve 0.00 1741 1739 2670
Scheduled down-reserve 0.00 1331 1313 1936
Ratio of up-reserve to wind 0.00 0.167 0.167 0.22
ratio of down-reserve to wind 0.00 0.127 0.126 0.16
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5.2. Impacts on scheduling and dispatch

The dispatch outcomes, presented in Table 4, show that all adjusted
designs replace the production from coal-fired power generators with
electricity from NG plants. While SMC increases the production of
both NGCC and NGCT to replace coal-fired electricity, ADMC and
HDMC reduce the production of coal and NGCT plants and replace it
with production from NGCCs. The operation costs of HDMC are lower
than those of ADMC because through SRUC, HDMC makes a more in-
formed decision about the commitment of additional capacity from
slow generators. As shown in Table 5, HDMC increases the DA commit-
ment of coal resources. The extra capacity of slow coal-fired generators
committed by SRUC, greatly reduces the need to dispatch expensive
NGCT units in the RT, and slightly reduces the RT generation from
NGCC units while slightly increasing generation from coal generators.
In this way, SRUC improves ramp capability scheduling, and establishes
a better balance between ramping capability requirements and its costs.
By utilizing the ramping capability of coal generatorsmore effectively, it
reduces excessive dispatch of NGCT resources with respect to ADMC.
Table 6 shows that HDMC results in lower up and down ramp capability
than ADMCbecause SRUC ismore effective avoiding excess or shortages
of ramp capability that could result in inaccurate estimation of ramp ca-
pability demand curves. These effects are driven by scheduling DA en-
ergy and reserves as described in the next subsection.

Another important benefit of the adjustedmarket designs relative to
DMC is the increased integration of wind power production. ADMC,
HDMC, and SMC replace each about 5.9, 3.3, and 33.7 GWh of fossil-
fired electricity with wind power. Among all adjusted market designs
HDMC results in the lowest amount of wind power integration because
as mentioned, it results in additional commitment and dispatch of slow
coal-fired producers. Although a small percentage from the total, in-
creased wind-power integration causes important cost-savings under
both models, but especially so under SMC. As seen in Table 5, the de-
ployment of up-ward reserves increases substantially under SMC, as
the scheduled wind-power production fails to be realized.

The dispatch outcomes of ADMC and SMC are a direct consequence
of changes in the scheduling of energy and reserves in the DA market,
and in particular, of changes in wind energy scheduling. As shown in
Table 5, SMC schedules significantly more wind power than ADMC,
HDMC, and DMC, while reducing the amount of electricity from coal
and NGCTs. The magnitude of wind-power scheduling in the DA is the
fundamental difference and advantage of SMC. Fig. 4 illustrates this in
more detail. While DMC, ADMC, and HDMC by design will always
schedule in the DA an amount of wind-power equal to its expected
Table 5
Percentage variation of annual DA energy schedules in alternative designs (%).

Generation
(GWh)

DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Coal Base (27,532) −2.8% −2.4% −7.4%
NGCC Base (9521) 8.1% 7.3% 5.8%
Nuclear Base (39,107) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Oil Base (0) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
NGCT Base (103) −17.3% −23.9% −40.8%
Wind Base (10,408) 0.02% −0.06% 14.53%
value (unless there is not enough demand), the SMC will schedule an
amount that is closely related to the ratio of expected wind-
production to electricity demand. Sometimes, SMC will schedule the
maximum possible amount of wind power if it is much less than the ex-
pected electricity demand. Fig. 4 shows the number of hours in a year of
simulation, when SMC schedules an amount of wind power that is less
than its expected value (low wind scheduling – black bars), more than
its expected value but less than the maximum possible (medium wind
scheduling – dark grey bars), or exactly the maximum amount (max
wind scheduling – light grey bars), for three categories of DA wind-
power forecast as given by its ratio to electricity demand. The figure
shows the results of two simulations; the bottom panel corresponds
to the case when wind-power installed capacity is such that it could
cover about 12% of the annual demand (i.e., 12% wind energy penetra-
tion), while the second case (top panel) corresponds to a 21% wind
power penetration. The figure shows that under 12%wind power pene-
tration, during the vast majority of the 8760 h of the year, the DA
expected-value of wind-power production is b35% of the electricity de-
mand. Under those cases, SMC schedules the maximum amount of
wind-power. During the few hours when the expected value of wind
power is N45% of the demand, SMC schedules a wind power amount
that is lower than its DA expected value. Under the 21% wind-power
penetration, the number of hourswhen DA's expectedwind production
exceeds 45% of the demand, increases. For the most part, under those
circumstances, SMC will schedule an amount of wind-power produc-
tion that is lower than its expected value.

This correlation between DA wind-power schedules and the ratio of
demand to expected value of wind production is explained by the avail-
ability of ramping capability. When the ratio is lower than 0.35, the
scheduled conventional generators provide abundant reserves for com-
pensating any real-time shortages or excesses of wind power produc-
tion. As the ratio increases beyond 0.45, the DA wind power schedules
are often lower than the expected wind production because the limited
up ramp-capability of the system makes the cost of scheduling more
wind to be lower than its benefits. This is because under both 12% and
21% wind penetration levels, expectation of large wind-power
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Table 8
Annual air emissions of alternative market clearing mechanisms from startup and power
generation.

Emission (×103 ton) DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Percentage variation of emission (%)
Total CO2 Base (37,326.95) −1.60% −1.61% −3.52%
Start-up CO2 Base (1057.00) −18.91% −25.60% −30.64%
Generation CO2 Base (36,269.96) −1.10% −0.90% −2.72%
Total NOx Base (21.41) −2.09% −2.59% −7.51%
Start-up NOx Base (0.76) −14.91% −22.50% −31.44%
Generation NOx Base (20.65) −1.62% −1.86% −6.64%
Total SO2 Base (354.35) −2.13% −2.06% −4.74%
Start-up SO2 Base (9.55) −17.63% −24.04% −28.93%
Generation SO2 Base (344.80) −1.70% −1.45% −4.07%

Electricity generation by fuel/turbine technology (MWh)
Coal Base (27489) −2.42% −1.90% −3.74
NGCC Base (9467) 7.43% 6.66% 9.92%
NGCT Base (166) −26.25% −64.8% 32.85%
Wind Base (10442) 0.06% 0.03% 0.32%
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production causes the amount of scheduled fossil-fired generation to be
low, and consequently, available up and down ramp-capability is also
low.

Although SMC frequently schedulesmuchmorewind than ADMC or
HDMC, it also results inmore conservative schedules of up and down re-
serves to hedge against the uncertainty on its DA wind schedules. As
shown in Table 6, SMC schedulesmore up and down reserves compared
to ADMC and the ratio of DA-scheduled reserves to DA-scheduled wind
is also greater under SMC. Up and down reserves respectively refer to
the total up and down ramp-feasible capacity on committed generating
units.

5.2.1. Startups and cycling effects
The number of times fossil-fired generators start (after shutting

down) and the average energy produced in each cycle have a direct im-
pact on total costs. Fewer start-ups and more energy per cycle may sig-
nal a better performance of a market clearing algorithm. This is because
in general, start-ups imply increased fuel consumption, higher air-
emissions, and the need for more frequent preventive maintenance.
As shown, in theDA, SMC reduces thenumber of startups fromcoal gen-
erators, and increases those of NGCC units, while in the RT, it increases
the number of NGCT startups. Similarly, ADMC reduces the number of
startups from coal units and increases those of NGCC generators, but it
reduces the number of NGCT startups. The reduction in coal startups
with respect to DMC is almost two times greater for SMC. In contrast,
the number of NGCT startups is 10% higher under SMC (72 more
startups) and 20% lower under ADMC (162 fewer startups). HDMC
starts 5% (92) more coal generators compared to ADMC and reduces
the NGCT startups by 44% (350 fewer startups), and that makes its
total number of startups lower than all other designs.

The average amount of energy generated in a startup/shutdown
cycle is presented in the bottom section of Table 7 to provide an addi-
tional metric of the efficiency in which eachmarket design operates dif-
ferent power generation technologies. ADMC, HDMC, and SMC increase
the energy per cycle for coal producers, which have the highest startup
costs, by 14.8%, 25.4%, and 48.7% compared to the baseline, and decrease
it for NGCC producers whose startup costs are lower. The average value
of electricity generated per cycle by NGCT plants is higher under SMC
than under ADMC and HDMC.

5.3. Environmental outcomes

As shown in Table 8, SMC accomplishes a remarkable reduction in
CO2, NOx, and SO2 emissions when compared to DMC, HDMC, and
ADMC. The substitution of coal for natural gas and the integration of ad-
ditionalwind power causes air emissions under ADMC, HDMC, and SMC
to be lower than under the DMC case. Nonetheless, the emissions miti-
gation is 2 to 4 times higher under SMC than both ADMC and HDMC.
The SI Section K.4 provides a more detailed discussion of the drivers of
the emissions reductions presented in Table 8.
Table 7
Percentage change in the annual number of startups and average electricity generation per
startup cycle for each power generation technology. There is a roughly equal number of
shut-downs which are assumed to be cost free.

DMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Number of startups
Total Base (3400) 4.44% −10.21% 4.41%
Coal Base (1359) −15.0% −21.8% −35.2%
NGCC Base (1240) 41.7% 37.5% 44.92%
NGCT Base (797) −20.3% −64.24% 9.0%

Energy per cycle (MWh)
Coal Base (20227) 14.81% 25.42% 48.7%
NGCC Base (7634) −24.2% −22.4% −24.2%
NGCT Base (209) −7.44% −1.56% 21.85%
5.4. Sensitivity analyses

Herewe investigate the sensitivity of results to changes in two types
of assumptions regarding a) the price that producers offer for balancing
energy and b) the amount of wind-power generation capacity in the
system. Table 9 summarizes the cases explored. Case 1 is the base case
that has been discussed in the previous sections. Case 2 assumes pro-
ducers offer their balancing energy at prices higher than their marginal
costs and their downward balancing energy at prices lower than the
marginal costs, in an attempt to raise RT prices and their corresponding
revenue. In HMDC, the ISO assumes the producer's balancing energy
offer used in the second stage of SRUC is equal to their DA offers. Case
3 looks at a higher wind power installed capacity expected to produce
an amount of energy corresponding to 21% of expected demand.

As seen in Table 10, the results of Case 2 show that an increase in
producer's offers for balancing energy (increase by 20% for up reserve
deployment and decrease by 20% for down reserve deployment) has a
negative impact on the outcomes of ADMC and even more strongly on
those of HDMC and SMC.

Assuming these changes in the balancing energy offers under SMC
causes the highest reductions in producers' revenue and profits of all
market designs. In addition, this scenario is unlikely to result in a stable
equilibrium because it rewards coal producers at the loss of NGCC pro-
ducers, and hence the latter are not incentivized to engage in this be-
havior. If NGCC's refrain from increasing their balancing offers, other
producers will have to follow them, in order to remain competitive.

Finally, Case 3 shows that increased wind-power generation capac-
ity results in much higher environmental and economic benefits of
SMC and HDMC relative to ADMC. SMC's cost reduction relative to
HDMC is 0.512% (995.7–990.6/995.7%), which is 2.6% greater than the
0.499 (1114.7–1120.3/1120.3) cost reductions occurring in Case 1. The
lower costs under SMC are explained by a better prepositioning and dis-
patch of fossil-fired resources. SMC's wind integration, which is 0.64%
greater thanADMC's, plays a significant role in its greater cost reduction.
The distribution of DA and RT costs imply that under SMC, the RT mar-
ket trades more electricity.
Table 9
Cases explored in the sensitivity analysis.

Strategic balancing energy offering penetration of wind energy

Case 1 – 12%
Case 2 ✓ 12%
Case 3 – 21%



Table 10
Impacts of balancing energy bidding behavior and wind penetration on alternative market clearing mechanisms outcomes.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

ADMC HDMC SMC ADMC HDMC SMC ADMC HDMC SMC

Market outcomes
DA scheduled wind (GWh) 10,410 10,401 11,921 10,408 10,402 11,137 16,988 16,972 19,111
Integrated wind (GWh) 10,448 10,446 10,476 10,446 10,444 10,469 16,842 16,840 16,910
Number of startups 3551 3053 3555 3553 3253 3497 4601 4024 4516

Economic outcomes
Total fuel cost (M$) 1120.9 1120.3 1114.7 1126.6 1127.4 1123.2 997.3 995.7 990.6
DA cost (M$) 1121.2 1121.2 1086 1121.3 1121.9 1110.3 992.8 993.0 944.3
RT cost (M$) −0.3 −1.2 28 0.4 5.3 5.4 21.9 4.5 2.7 50.0
Consumers' payment (M$) 1870.1 1867.0 1839.9 1867.7 1864.2 1834.7 1654.3 1646.9 1642
Producers' surplus (M$) 749 748.3 727 741.1 738.8 714.2 656.9 652.5 653.8
Total uplift payment (M$) 13.0 13.2 10.0 13.6 15.2 13.0 21.7 23.3 19.3

Producers' revenues (M$)
Coal revenues 604.38 606.34 581.28 605.82 608.20 588.11 504.70 504.4 484.16
NGCC revenues 222.69 221.64 224.99 224.85 222.9 223.18 189.63 189.52 186.31
NGCT revenues 3.86 1.90 6.19 4.88 3.06 7.18 7.93 3.80 11.77
Wind revenues 208.34 208.42 209.01 202.67 202.94 203.02 220.90 221.6 232.43

Air emissions (×103 ton)
CO2 emissions 36,729.2 36,727.1 36,014.8 36,704.9 36,945.9 36,130.99 30,537.6 30,503.5 29,957.8
NOx emissions 20.9 20.8 19.8 20.8 21.0 19.9 17.5 17.3 16.7
SO2 emissions 346.8 347.1 337.6 345.7 349.5 337.2 285.4 286.4 276.6
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6. Discussion

A comparison of the outcomes of SMCwith DMC, ADMC, and HDMC
suggests significant economic and environmental benefits from this
market design. Implementing SMC provides a more efficient dispatch
of fast and slow resources, cuts fuel consumption, reduces startup
costs, enhances wind integration, and overall, lowers the cost of wind
production uncertainty. Such impacts result in sizable benefits from
implementing SMC in our test system representing the PJM intercon-
nection. In the case of 12% wind penetration, implementing SMC
achieves a 0.9% reduction in the annual plant operation costs incurred
under DMC, while ADMC and HDMC, only achieve 0.36% and 0.41%
cost reductions (first line of Table 2). In other words, SMC's plant oper-
ation cost savings (relative to the current deterministic market clearing
practice) are more than twice the reduction that could be attained by
ADMC and HDMC.

The reported cost reductions obtained under SMC are a bit lower
than the Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) cost-savings reported in
Papavasiliou et al. (2011) and Cheung et al. (2014) which are the only
two studies somewhat comparable to ours. Papavasiliou et al. (2011)
compares stochastic and deterministic unit commitments on a scaled
version of the CAISO system including 122 generators and 14%wind en-
ergy penetration. They find that stochastic unit commitment reduces
costs by 1.2% relative to a deterministic rule that commits an amount
of reserves equal to 30% of the peak load. Similarly, their results indicate
that the cost reductions due to stochastic unit commitment relative to
the outcomes of using the deterministic rule mentioned above - are
more than five times the reductions that can be obtained with a heuris-
tic approach that sets hourly spinning reserves at 3% of forecast load,
plus 5% of forecast wind (Papavasiliou et al., 2011). Cheung et al.
(2015) also reports 1.2% production costs savings when stochastic unit
commitment is used on a test system representative of ISO-NE's thermal
resource mix with 326 thermal generators. This difference in the esti-
mates of cost savings is not surprising given that Papavasiliou et al.
(2011) represents a process of Stochastic Unit Commitment and not
stochastic market clearing, and given all the differences in the length
of the simulation period, power generation mix, representation of the
commitment of load-following reserve requirements, the quantification
of the reserve requirements (following a less efficient heuristic rule-of-
thumb criteria), the consideration of demand uncertainty, and the ap-
proximations made in replicating the power system operations. Similar
reasons can be mentioned for the 0.3% cost reduction difference ob-
served between our results and those of Cheung et al. (2015), including
the possibility of a different level of wind penetration. Nonetheless, a re-
duction of 0.9% (relative to a base case of DeterministicMarket Clearing)
or 0.54% (relative to an Augmented Deterministic Market clearing) in
PJM operation costs is still considerable, given the size of this market
which in 2015 reported annual billings of M$ 30,753 (PJM Staff, 2015b).

Cost reductions attained by SMC have two drivers: 1) procurement
of additional ramp-capability reserves; and 2) consideration of the ex-
pected value of RT operation costs when procuring energy and reserves
in the DA. This second driver explains the superior benefits of SMC rel-
ative to ADMC and HDMC. ADMC and HDMC do not account for the full
characterization of DA wind uncertainty in the DA market clearing.
This results in a suboptimal positioning of resources around the DA ex-
pected wind production and in the over- or under-scheduling of ramp-
capability in the DA market, which is costly. Explicit representation of
the uncertainty and anticipation of the balancing costs enable SMC to
tie the DA wind energy and ramp-capability reserves to the expected
RT operation costs and determine them endogenously. SMC determines
the optimal levels of DAwind schedules, which could be higher or lower
than the DA expected production. Also, SMC finds the optimal arrange-
ment for procuring the ramp capability requirements in the DA stage
and deploying fast-ramp resources in the imbalance energy market to
cost-effectively absorb the optimal range of wind determined by the
SMC.

Differences in the consideration of wind power uncertainty in the
DA influence the impact of the adjusted deterministic and stochastic de-
signs on RT dispatch of resources. ADMC andHDMCdispatch an optimal
mix of coal and NGCC electricity to reduce the excessive dispatch of out-
of-merit order NGCT producers in RT, and tominimize the costs of devi-
ations from the DA expected production. SMC positions the system for
cost-effective integration of a wider range of wind realizations that
leads to a more diverse mix of producers in the dispatch and more sig-
nificant contribution from NGCC and NGCT producers compared to
ADMC and HDMC.

Besides cost effective operation of resources, SMC is clearly more ef-
ficient in pricing. SMC incurs the highest RT balancing energy costs, and
results in the highest RT prices compared to other designs, and in this
way, adequately incentivizes the producers to follow its RT dispatch in-
structions and to provide their operational flexibility to the grid. None-
theless, SMC's incentives provided to flexible resources are almost 50%
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of those provided under ADMC and HDMCwhose average DA price ex-
ceed that in SMC. SMC internalizes into DA prices the expected value of
the cost of future corrective actions. This causes average DA prices to be
lower compared to other designs in early morning hours when most
wind curtailment occurs and to be higher during other hours. This inter-
nalization of expected RT costs into DA prices also creates a closer con-
vergence between the DA and RT prices and lessens the average price
spread by 30% compared to the best outcome observed in deterministic
designs. The price convergence encourages participants to view the
two-period markets as one market and be less concerned about RT
price volatility, an hence reduces the demand for convergence bidding.
The combination of amore efficient dispatch and price convergence sig-
nificantly cut out-of-market adjustments.

SMC's cost-effective dispatch of resources and its efficient pricing
scheme lead to a more profitable situation for both consumers and pro-
ducers of electricity as compared to ADMC and HDMC. The prices are
good enough to incentivize producers to maintain ramp-capability re-
serves in the DA and follow the ISO's RT dispatch instructions in both
designs, yet the overall producers' surplus is greater under ADMC
and HDMC. Meanwhile, electricity is more affordable under SMC as
the consumers' payments under this design are lower than ADMC's
and HDMC's.

ADMC, HDMC and SMCdesigns also offer substantial non-monetized
benefits in terms of CO2, SO2, and NOX emission reductions and cycling
effects. Similar to monetized benefits, yet to a greater extent, SMC out-
performs ADMC and HDMC in terms of air emissions mitigation. In
fact, the reduction of CO2 emissions obtained by SMC is equivalent to
the reduction that would be achieved by ADMC if a price of 4.5 $/ton
was imposed on CO2 emissions.

Another not monetized benefit of SMC is the reduction in cycling
(i.e., lower number of startups and higher average of electricity gener-
ated per cycle) of slow-start fossil-fired producers, particularly under
high wind penetration levels. Reduced cycling implies lower mainte-
nance needs and O&M costs, longer life-span of resources (all benefits
we did not attempt to value), and may also imply a better environmen-
tal performance of these units.

Our sensitivity analysis shows that SMC outcomes will be negatively
affected if producers submit balancing energy offers that differ from
their marginal costs. At the same time, the outcomes of SMC are ex-
pected to be better as wind power generation capacity increases.

After SMC, HDMC presents the best economic performance. HDMC
runs SRUC to re-optimize the pool-cleared commitments for meeting
energy and ramping capability needs. By using stochastic optimization
over the full characterization of uncertainty around the DA point esti-
mates of wind, SRUC changes slightly the schedule of coal and NGCC
generators in a way that better reflects the tradeoff between having ac-
cess to the ramping capability offered by these resources and incurring
the associated costs. This improveddetermination of ramp capability re-
quirements reduces overall costs because over-scheduling ramp capa-
bility requirements inflates the costs and prices in the DA, while
under-scheduling increases the balancing operation costs and prices in
the RT.

While the analysis presented in this paper confirms the superiority
of SMC and identifies HDMC as a second best, it is important to
highlight that the performance of these and the other market designs
studied should be re-examined in future work that takes into consider-
ation a number of factors that have been ignored here such as the
following:

a) The impact of transmission constraints on the specific features
and overall performance of each market design. Because SMC
schedules reserves considering the limits in their deliverability
imposed by transmission congestion, it is likely that by ignoring
transmission constraints we may have under estimated the rela-
tive benefits of this market design relative to the deterministic
approaches.
b) The effect of virtual bidding in reducing the operation costs and gap
between DA and RT prices in deterministic market clearing, and
hence in reducing the comparative advantage of SMC. As shown by
Kazempour and Hobbs (2017a, 2017b) virtual arbitrage improves
the performance of sequential models and hence, by excluding vir-
tual bidders from our models, we may have overestimated the ben-
efits of SMC.

c) The effect that different ways to generate the wind power genera-
tion scenarios may have on the net efficiency gains of SMC.

d) The difficulty of incorporating stochastic scenarios into markets. We
have not discussed the process that ISO's should follow to design DA
scenarios, nor have studied the consequences of involving different
actors in such process.

e) The implications of requesting that market participants submit
balancing bids in the DA. Our modeling assumes that market partic-
ipants submit bids for both DA and balancing energy in the DA. This
may be a difficult departure from current practice specially for nat-
ural gas fired resources which usually obtain fuel through natural
gas markets' daily and intra-daily nominal cycles that coincide
with the rebidding period in electricitymarkets. Futurework should
explore different alternatives. For example it could model a process
in which the ISO accepts a DA estimate of the generator's marginal
costs as their DA balancing energy bids and then allows them to re-
vise their balancing energy bid in the real time as needed. Allowing
this rebidding may reduce the advantage of SMC, as the DA sched-
ulesmay have a higher cost in the RT and be less efficient inmeeting
RT energy and ramping needs;

f) The effect of different methods to determine ramp capability re-
quirements as a function of wind and demand DA forecasts.

g) The value of reducing the scheduling interval length of the DAmarket
(e.g., from a 60min length to 15min) as proposed by CAISO, tomake
it consistent with the scheduling length of RT commitment and en-
hance the ramp capability scheduling process (CAISO Staff, 2018).

h) The fact that RTmarkets clear at a 5 min resolution and not hourly as
represented in the models used in this paper. A finer time resolution
would estimate the effects of intra-hour fluctuations on ramp capa-
bility requirements, operation costs, and other market outcomes
such as price spread, uplift payments, and cycling of resources.
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